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KNOWLEDGEPLUS TRAINING CENTRE 

(Grade 10&11) 

Question 1  

 (a) Points to be rewarded and their marks are indicated below. Indicate by tick the point 

rewarded. Accept own words or lifting. Accept sentences or note form. Points 1 and 12 are 

already given.   

1. Used as a medicine  

2. myths about origins of tea (increased its popularity)  

3. Drunk as a stimulant / restorative  

4. Tea bricks made it easier to trade / transport  

5. Lu Yu’s book / ‘The Tea Classic’ (a book / a book by a scholar = 0)  

6. Tea spread to Japan / became accessible to people in Japan / was drunk by aristocracy in 

Japan 

  

7. Religious significance of tea in Japan (increased popularity)  

8. Spread to other Eastern / Asian countries / Vietnam / Korea / Taiwan  

9 Dutch brought tea to the West // Dutch imported tea  

10. In Britain, trade was encouraged (so that ships didn’t return empty) // campaign in Britain 

11. Smuggled tea was cheaper (and therefore became popular)  

12. Tea plants’ ability to replenish themselves makes it plentiful / easily available / cheaper 

13. Variety of tea / tea such as vanilla and caramel achieved through absorption of flavours / 

aromas 

  

14. Blending produced better taste / lower prices  

15. Tea bags reduce time  

16. Tea bags reduce cost / are cheaper  

17. Tea is a stimulant (but only award if P3 is not scored)  

18. Tea / making tea calms / soothes / relaxes (people) (link to caffeine spoils)  

19. Beneficial effect on health // prevents heart disease / intestinal disorder  

20. Prevents dental decay (because it contains fluoride)  

  

(i) If script is entirely verbatim lift give 0 for content.  

(ii) If point is made in the wrong box, do not award mark.  

(iii) If more than one content point appears under a single bullet point, award each 

content point if clearly made.  

(iv) If content point being made depends on information contained in another bullet 

point, withhold mark unless clear contextual link is made between two adjacent 

points.    [15] 
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KNOWLEDGEPLUS TRAINING CENTRE 

Question 2 from paragraph 2   

(two opinions)  

  

(i) tea is delicious / there’s no better pick-me-up than a good cup of tea. Excess denies.   

Lift of line 9 (This delicious drink) = 0. Some re-shaping is required[1]  

             Lift of lines 9–10 (this delicious drink … powers) = 0. Answer must be distilled.   

  

(ii)  ‘The Tea Classic’ / Lu Yu’s book is fascinating (to read) [1]  

Accept run on, in whole or in part, of ‘describing … used to make it’     

‘The Tea Classic was the single greatest influence’ = 0    

If more than one answer is offered in either limb, mark the first only.  

  

Question 3 from the whole passage  

(true or false)  

Statement 1 is False [1]  

Statement 2 is False [1]  

Statement 3 is False [1]  

Two boxes ticked, = 0 for that statement. 


